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Old friends getting high on honey and pollen tea, play and friendship during our
SLOW tour for Seniors on our day experiencing cultural life in Taiwan!!
Yaacov Hecht from Israel, Kageki Asakura from Japan, Moe Zimmerberg from
US, Amukta Mahapatra from India, Iku Fujimatsu from US, Takeshi from Japan,
Cec and In the middle the creator of the tea!
The 1st Asia–Pacific Democratic Education Conference, APDEC, was held
at Holistic School in Taiwan from 18th – 25th July 2016. It was an intense eight
days of communicating, connecting, discussing and decision making with a night
market or two to add to the intense sensory experience that being in the areas of
Asia can bring. It was wonderful to be able to spend time with our very old friends
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and they send their love to all their friends in ADEC. As well there were many
many new friends and connections made during this week. There were about 270
people attending full time, building up to 300 some days; India, South Korea,
Japan, Malaysia, HongKong, China, Phillipines, Australia, Netherlands, UK, US,
as well as many many from Taiwan itself.
Phenix Hsieh and all his team, which was made up of graduates of Holistic,
various friends roped in who had needed expertise, Da-Hsieng, (Principal) Arkan
(Deputy Principal), Wei, Andy, Gina, Sophia, Ray and all the other current staff
members and students of Holistic School who participated and who were
responsible for complex arrangements in often difficult situations, did a great job.
They created something very special and I want to thank them so much.

The first APDEC AGM Meeting was held on Tuesday 19th July 2016 from
4.00-6.00 pm with a significant heavy rain delay and relocation to a quieter
space!! Cec chaired as there were no student volunteers and Tae and Kageki
were busy translating for their groups. Takeshi from Tokyo Shure took
notes/minutes. They are in Japanese and will be translated.
Present at the meeting were Japan, South Korea, India, Taiwan, HongKong,
China, USA, Australia
We had an APDEC meeting every day and the following is a brief summary of the
decisions from my notes and memory.
.We resolved the pronunciation of APDEC and meaning of the acronym in the
following way!! A (long a) P(pee) DEC (deck) is the preferred pronunciation but if
anyone wants to use AP(app)DEC that is up to them. The 'C' in APDEC can be
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used interchangeably as conference/ community though for most 'community'
would be more appropriate if we become an NGO. And yes both these issues
took time to come to a decision!
.APDEC will be held in Tokyo Japan in 2017 from 1st-5th August 2017.
.APDEC will be held in India in 2018.
If it is decided that IDEC2018 is in India then we will have and APDEC@IDEC.
.There was agreement that we have APDEC each year for the first three years to
help it to a more established position and then consider how to co-ordinate with
domestic conferences. The possibilities are to have combined events or hold
APDEC and Domestics in alternative years or something else??
.After much discussion we decided to stay an informal group at this point and
reconsider this if and when we think it is necessary or useful to the group.
Meanwhile we need to do more research about the most effective way and
place/s to register if we do want to become an NGO.
(I use NGO as this is a more easily understood descriptor for many in the Asian
region.)
.No membership fees or organising structure other than the meetings and the
people who are taking on specific tasks in between the meetings e.g.
.The meeting gratefully accepted Takeshi's offer to be the coordinator of APDEC
particularly for 2017 and then maybe beyond that. This is an unpaid role as he
wants to give something back in thanks for all that Democratic Ed has given him
and especially as we have no funds or potential fees etc at this point. He
acquired the domain name during the conference.
.Robert from Okinawa who has expertise in IT and various digital platforms for
organising and planning has offered to assist and work with him on the website
and planning the conference.
.Nanako has offered to design a logo
.Simon Hulshoff from the Netherlands and representing EUDEC, offered his
experience and expertise and will help create the map of all the schools and
people and groups of interest on the region.
The domain name is www.apdec.org
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One of the key points on the agenda was the purpose of APDEC and we spent a
lot of time encouraging everyone to express their wishes and hopes for APDEC.
Some of these include gaining more knowledge of other countries' situations,
creating more connections and keeping aware of the big picture as well as
‘connecting the dots’ There was a desire to support and strengthen each other
when there are political needs affecting education in our countries. We want to be
conscious of and inclusive of minority groups. We hope to inspire each other and
share our practical experiences during difficult times and deepen relationships.
We want to keep to the forefront the participation of students in APDEC.
A brief summary is included in the Statement which was read at the Round Table
event on the last day. Most of the keynote international speakers plus five
education and city officials of Taiwan participated in a forum with all the
participants of APDEC as the final event of APDEC.
DRAFT DECLARATION
When we arrived at APDEC we were presented with a draft Declaration prepared
and proposed by Dr Fang, who is the Chair of the Formosa Alternative Pedagogy
Association and some of his university students and members of the association.
Their hope had been that we would present this Declaration at the Round table at
the end of the conference. We spent many, many hours discussing this draft and
negotiating with the students. The content of the draft as well as the language
barriers between us all in translation and interpretation meant that this became a
very complex task so we finally agreed both in the working party meetings and
the APDEC AGM meetings that it was too important to rush into a public
Declaration. Instead we made a brief Statement which gave our commitment to
continue to work on the draft until we were all happy to make it public. The
statement was read out by students in five languages, Chinese, (Mandarin and
Cantonese), Japanese, Korean and English.
The following is a copy of the Statement.

STATEMENT from the First APDEC held at Holistic School in Taiwan, 24th
July 2016
The Asia-Pacific Democratic Conference (APDEC) has been formed, in the spirit
of the International Democratic Education Conference (IDEC), to connect the
diverse cultures and education communities in the region.
We want to support each other in the process and development of Democratic
Education. Our hope is that the unique qualities of the countries and areas of the
Asia-Pacific region will be celebrated and respected through the formation and
growth of this network.
Dr Fang, the Chair of the Formosa Alternative Pedagogy Association in Taiwan
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and his students, proposed and initiated the process of making a Declaration at
the first APDEC. It includes many thoughtful ideas. We thank them very sincerely
for their time, efforts and commitment. After many meetings at APDEC, we have
agreed that we will continue to work on this draft until we have a Declaration.
The draft is available for all to see at http://goo.gl/Kq4tB and we welcome your
participation.

Some thoughts from the Round Table speakers. The forum was made up of the
international keynote speakers and six people from Taiwan schools and City and
Education Officials.
In 1987 martial Law was abolished in Taiwan. Tens of thousands marched on the
street and wanted freedom and rights and chance to be more democratic and
open
Taiwan has a new law which allows the development of experimental schools.
How fitting that APDEC is in Taiwan which is a defender of democratic rights and
now they want to bring these to children.
Firmly believe that everyone can be responsible for themselves.
We need to put theory into practice with students and teachers working together,
the public and private sector working together
People need to be courageous
Traditional education which is top down will be changed as top down cannot
achieve. We need to use different approaches
Many democratic schools are private and expensive so we want to have
discussions with government to find ways to make it available to all.
Different is beautiful, different schools, different cities, different countries.
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30 years ago in Israel 29 education departments started the idea of experimental
schools and after five years they found it worked well so they continue.
40% of economy is knowledge economy
An experiment in education implies the need for some kind of assessment but to
measure education you can destroy education. We need to assess in an entirely
different way. Are the students happy? Are they living satisfying, productive
lives? Who is helping their neighbour? Who is making the inventions?
Who is looking after their environment?
Congratulations the people of Taiwan on making the law. India made a law and
needed to focus on the teachers and students, not business and corporates.
The Document is progressive and it is amazing that it was passed. In the UK the
Education Minister is not that progressive
We need choice. We need to be able to work in companies and businesses as
well as schools. Allowing students to invest in each others’ futures will mean that
in the end it saves the government money. Education is about looking at what the
child needs. Learning for life, working together to make sure that the pressure
from the government does not flow down to the child.
Make connections with other schools and with the government and the
community.

APDEC2016 OPEN SPACE
Holistic School is high in the mountains in the middle of a lush green jungle
surrounded by many fruit farms. The drive to the school was spectacular and
hazardous. I had to shake the hand of the bus driver in admiration when we
finally arrived at the only piece of flat ground that serves as basketball court and
car park. It was intensely hot and humid and for the first few days we had rain
bucketing down and then the last few days it was clear but still very humid and
sometimes threatening rain.
As soon as I arrived at Holistic School I thought that this would be the perfect
place to do my Cubby Culture Workshop! Phenix expressed some concern to us
that because there were so many new people coming and as many were very
new to the idea of open space sessions he thought that people might be shy
about offering to do workshops/activities etc. He asked if those of us with a bit
more experience could lead the way with this so I thought this is the time to do it.
The word ‘cubby’ was very intriguing to people and sparked many questions and
much discussion. We had a great time collecting materials from all around the
school and in the forest and garden etc and had a great session.
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The beginnings of the cubby!

Jessie from Pine Community School (QLD) telling cubby stories!
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We had a number of homeschooling families participating and it was lovely to
have the little ones part of the group. Some of the children gathered flowers and
other things to decorate the cubby!
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Phenix needn’t have worried
about people responding to the
idea of Open Space. The board
soon filled with many offerings
and a great variety of sessions
took place over the week.

One of the first ones was led by
Evelien Prins who has worked in a
democratic school in the Netherlands
for many years. She led the group in
articulating a number of questions
which were then became the subject
of further open space sessions
during the week led by the initiator of
the question. We spent the
first session having a very interesting
delve into the role of the teacher in
Democratic Education. Those of us
who had experience in this shared
some of the experiences we had
had. People new to the idea, had
many questions and it
also encouraged a lot of
discussion during the week among
those actually working in various
schools to examine their practices
and support others around the
difficult issues.
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Another workshop I enjoyed was by our very old friend Moe ZImmerberg from
Tutorial School in New Mexico. With wonderful images, he led us through
the history of civilisation as it chose to become a hierarchical dominator society
and the effects that has had on the planet and its people and how Democratic
Education can lead us to become our more co-operative collaborative selves.

Our friends and
colleagues from
Japan did a
session on
Japanese culture
including the tea
ceremony,
origami, games,
etc. An
enthusiastic crowd
always gathers for
this wonderful
exchange.
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Towards the end
of the week I
attended a very
beautiful session
titled a Dialogue
between Piano
and Guitar. The
music teacher at
Holistic, who is
also a conductor
and a colleague
performed and ran
a master-class
style discussion
about the piece
they were playing.
It was a great
moment to let the music just wash over me and cleanse the overworked brain!.

Impromptu
music
sessions
happened
around the
place and
often on the
deck and in
the bar.
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I stumbled on this “Free Dance - where you need no language, only the flow of
the body” workshop as it was coming to an end but for the few moments I could
join in. It was a deceptively slow movement holding a leaf or stone in your hand
and imagining you were something like a tree and moving in the wind etc. It
worked every part of the body and was great fun.
Simon from Eudec held a workshop on the structure of EUDEC and the work that
the council and members do as part of this group. It was a helpful addition to the
first hand observations I was able to make when I attended the EUDEC AGM in
Mikkelil in June. Simon felt that there were very positive benefits to be an
incorporated association or NGO and I am sure that we will continue this
discussion over the next few years at APDEC meetings.

A great part of each of my days
was taken up with the workshops
and discussions which focused on
the Draft APDEC 2016
Declaration mentioned above.
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We also had the APDEC AGM meetings which happened every day.
Tae is translating….

Kageki is translating…. Yaakov has some wonderful footage of them standing
either side of the agenda and translating at the same time!
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One of the many exciting aspects of APDEC was that we had a number of people
from mainland China. I met Donna, Lucy and Joei early the first morning and we
had many discussions and chats during the week. They also came to the Cubby
Culture and threw themselves enthusiastically into this new experience and loved
it. They work in the Tianjin Foreign Studies University in Dagang. Donna teaches
Psychology, Lucy teaches Chinese literature and is very knowledgeable about
History. All three have young children and would love to have access to
democratic education. By the end of the week they were talking seriously about
how they might begin this in China and down the track also host an APDEC.
Wouldn’t that be something? We also had a young student called Suiting who is
studying education in Beijing and happened to be doing a 6 month placement in
Taiwan and found out about APDEC and came along. I think he too was very
excited in his reflective way about this different view of education. Joei is writing a
blog and about to start a road trip with her family working towards her PhD and
her enthusiastic take on APDEC is worth a look. The link is

https://entirelyofpossibility.wordpress.com/
Another key project, after many sessions and discussion about the setting up of a
Teacher Development Program for those who want to work in democratic
Education, was the formation of a working group. This group will continue the
work we began at APDEC. Robert Duckworth has set up an online tool for us to
use to keep the communication happening between meetings so we hope that
we will make some progress with this plan. If anyone is interested n this please
let me know.
KEYNOTES @ APDEC
The keynote speakers were Yaacov Hecht from Israel, Peter Grey from US,
Amukta Mahapatra from India, Henry Readhead from UK, Dr Tsao-Lin Fang from
Taiwan, Simon Hulshoff from Netherlands and Kenn Ross from US

Yaacov continues to develop the concept of
changing the paradigm of education into the
networking learning community.
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Amukta gave an account of the
very complex process of
introducing concepts of
democratic thinking and
learning in the diverse schools
in India. She outlined the
Baseline study in Tamil Nadu
involving 37,000 schools. There
was 30% improvement because
teachers were running through
the development program.
Before the program teachers
and children did not ask
question after it they asked
relevant questions teachers
encouraged children to volunteer and participate much more fully.

Henry articulated the benefits of a
boarding school in enabling children
to be genuinely in charge of their own
lives and learning.
I have written more about this in the
IDEC report. Here he is playing
Zombie with one of the
homeschooling childrenSummerhill’s current favourite game!

Kenn was a promoter of Minerva which purports to be re- imagining higher
education and doing tertiary studies differently but as his talk progressed my
unease grew as it became evident its programs are very financially and socially
and academically exclusive and select. This worried many of us when we saw
the eager reception by the young people in our group.
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Simon took us on a journey
to the world of technology
and Artificial Intelligence, of
science fiction becoming
reality. What will this new
world bring? Will selfdriving cars be able to
make ethical choices?
Simon used different
genres such as popular
movies and books to
illustrate this world as it has
been currently imagined.
He described the context
for his thinking. As a young
person he knew that the
Netherlands is a free
country but it is a kingdom and he could not understand why someone would be
born with power and position over another. He was depressed at high school. He
went to Sudbury School for 16-18 and became happy. People don't feel
represented especially those under 18. Best protected are the old men.
Democracy is important and it can develop and change.
He proposed a different sort of democracy, Random democracy. Pick 150
random people and they will govern the country.
Dr Tsao-Lin Fang is founder and
President of Formosa Alternative
Pedagogy Association, Professor of
Education at National Chengchi
University, Principal of Hsin-Chuang
Community University, Chief Editor of
Alternative Pedagogy, Former Chairman
of National Chengchi University Graduate
Institute of Early Childhood Education,
Former Chair of Education Department of
National Chengchi University. Dr Fang’s
keynote was entitled “The Hero’s Journey
– Holistic Education from the Perspective
of Joseph Campbell.” He maintains that
the metaphor of the hero is the best
approach to interpret the deep
significance of holistic education. He led
us through the development of
Campbell’s thinking through some of the
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key figures in educational theory and other significant thinkers, such as Dewey,
Green, Rorty, Nietzsche, Jung, Joyce, Krishnamurti, Zimmer who influenced
Campbell. Campbell wrote his famous book “The Hero with a Thousand Faces’
(1949) Campbell's concept of monomyth (one myth borrowed from James
Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake) refers to the theory that sees all mythic narratives as
variations of a single great story. The theory is based on the observation that a
common pattern exists beneath the narrative elements of most great myths,
regardless of their origin or time of creation. Dr Fang asks the question which
matters “a” hero or a ‘thousand heroes?
I ask the question when are we going to change the myth so that everyone’s
story is valued? We had fun at APDEC playing at creating new and different
myths.

Peter Grey’s is a Research
Professor of Psychology and writer
of popular blog “Freedom to Learn’
in Psychology Today. He has also
had first hand experience with
Sudbury Valley democratic
education as his son attended the
school. His talk was titled
The Biology of Education: How
Children Learn through Free Play
and Exploration. Peter’s thinking
and writing is resonating with many
in the democratic education world
and beyond as he provides a
coherent and researched
exploration of the role of play in
learning.
Children are playful and social.
They want to know what other
people know
The come into the world and are
willful and want to do what they
want not what we want them to. Play is most important. Karl Groos (1901) says
young humans practice specific and culturally acquired skills in play. The innate
tendency is to observe what elders are doing and incorporate that into play
Animals play because that is how they practice what they need to learn
Young mammals play more and those who have more to learn
Predatory animals play at predation, prey animals play at fleeing.
He looked at how children in Hunter-Gatherer cultures educate themselves
through play and how children at Sudbury Valley School educate themselves
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through play and how SVS is like a hunter-gatherer band. He articulated how
children learn through play. Some of the key elements are that they can ‘practice
in situations where it is ok to fail.
Hunter-gatherers are very indulgent of the child. They have a trusting view of
children. Contrast this with parenting styles which use agricultural metaphors –
‘raising and training’. In hunter- gatherer society they just grow up, they direct
themselves maybe with what we can call it care, nurture, love, support.
Orders are not given to children, Adults do not interfere or give punishment or
praise, have no direct influence. Very few taboos exist. Murder, incest, corporal
punishment don’t happen. Possessiveness of a child does not happen, the child
is part of the whole community. Children are allowed to explore their environment
and to deal with it themselves. They use real tools. This is not seen as
negligence
What is the play? Digging up tubers, climbing trees, imitating animals, making
music, dancing, story telling, play at arguing getting your point across, playing
huts, playing at being adults, making fun of the adults, admiring the good
examples and learning from the bad. (Now there is a ‘curriculum’!)

Research is showing that a playful state of mind improves hypothetical-deductive
logic insightful problem solving and performance on tasks requiring creativity.
In social play children can see from others’ point of view, negotiate differences,
work to please others as well as themselves – otherwise the others will quit!
Emotional development happens through play. Young animals put themselves
into awkward moderately frightening situations in play: running, leaping, climbing,
playful chasing, playful fighting and it is the same for humans We learn to control
anger in play.
Play deprivation results in inability to control fear and aggression. He addressed
the issue of the relationship between the decline in children’s play which has
happened over the past 50/60 years and the rise in major depression and anxiety
disorders in children, the fourfold rise in suicidal rates in children under 15, the
decline in the internal locus of control, increased narcissism and decreased
empathy.
I have Peter’s bibliography to support this work.
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Iku, Cec and Phenix doing the APDEC auction jig!

Auction Night

Promoting the auction to a
captive audience at lunch!
Inspired by Jerry Mintz’s long IDEC tradition, Iku, Moe, Yaacov and I organized
an impromptu auction to raise funds to support the financing of APDEC. The
generosity of both children and parents and the inventiveness of their offerings
along with the hilarious auctioneering skills of Serena who called in Chinese,
Taiwan market speak and English almost simultaneously, made for a fun night.
NIGHT LIFE!
Adler Yang who graduated from the Humanity School in Taiwan premiered his
documentary “If There is a reason to Study” This was a heart wrenching
examination of the effect of Cram schools and intense pressure to achieve high
academic results on the lives of real, creative, young people in Taiwan.
Phenix’s brother, Min-Yen Hsieh, a former student of Holistic school, is one of the
most sought after saxophonists in Taiwan. With his quartet he has been
performing around the world. They gave us a preview of the concert they were
holding the following night in Taipei and it was an exciting musical experience.
We had a magical magic performance by Will Shen a homeschooler who had an
accident from which he took a year to recover and started to learn magic during
this time.
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Phenix switched hats and led his unique band called Thank you for Getting Lung
Cancer in a rousing performance which really pumped the young and the more
senior in the audience.
There were dance performances Play reading, Poetry reading and an Open Mike
session in which Kageki and his group played and sang and my roommates
Kevin played his original composition and Joan showed her spectacular martial
arts.
And lots of late night conversations at the bar or on the deck where we forged
some wonderful connections.

NEXT APDEC will be hosted by Tokyo Shure in Japan from 1st – 5th
August 2017
BREAKING NEWS
In 2018 IDEC2018@APDEC will be held in INDIA. The date to be decided
but most probably around December as the weather is kinder at that time.
Report Written by Cecelia Bradley

